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Objectives today

 1) Demonstrate the ability to properly administer 

the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) and 

Folstein exams, and be able to explain the 

significance of deficits in any of the domains tested.



Objectives today Part 1

 1) Demonstrate the ability to properly administer 
the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) and 
Folstein exams, and be able to explain the 
significance of deficits in any of the domains tested.

 2) Conduct an interview to elicit the diagnosis of 
Alzheimer’s disease and screen for features of Lewy 
Body dementia, vascular dementia, and 
frontotemporal dementia, and demonstrate an 
understanding of the importance of collateral 
sources of information.



Objectives today Part 2

 1) Demonstrate the ability to properly administer the 
Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) and Folstein exams, 
and be able to explain the significance of deficits in any of 
the domains tested.

 2) Conduct an interview to elicit the diagnosis of Alzheimer’s 
disease and screen for features of Lewy Body dementia, 
vascular dementia, and frontotemporal dementia, and 
demonstrate an understanding of the importance of 
collateral sources of information.

 3) Demonstrate an understanding of the unique stressors and 
demands placed on the family and caregivers of dementia 
patients, and counsel caregivers and patients on sources of 
support and information on dementia.



What’s your background?

 Dementors...

 What do you plan to do in the future?



Theme: The “Family Medicine Approach”

  How does being a Family Physician potentially help 

when approaching a patient with ... cognitive 

impairment?
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  How does being a Family Physician potentially help 

when approaching a patient with ... cognitive 

impairment?
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 Awareness of “whole person”, illness experience (Pt and 

family), functional impact



Theme: The “Family Medicine Approach” 6

  How does being a Family Physician potentially help 
when approaching a patient with ... cognitive 
impairment?

 Relationship, trust

 Family: context, collateral history

 Following patients over time: progression

 Awareness of co-morbidities, medications

 Awareness of “whole person”, illness experience (Pt and 
family), functional impact

 Care for pt with pretense of looking after other problems; 
time to approach Dx over weeks



Overview of approach to the Dx of 

dementia as family physicians...

 1) Recognize cognitive impairment (signs and symptoms) incl 
effect on IADLs, ADLs

 2) Have a logical approach to Hx, PE...

 How would different types of cognitive impairment present?

 When would you consider rare causes of dementia?

 Interviewing family

 3) Brief cognitive tests (MMSE, MoCA, Clockdrawing)

 4) Reverse the reverse-ables, treat the treat-ables...

 Lab tests

 Role for other tests eg imaging (eg CT head)

 5) Working with families, caring for the pt over time



Approach to the diagnosis of dementia 

as family physicians...

 1) Recognize cognitive impairment (signs and 

symptoms) incl effect on IADLs, ADLs



1) Recognize cognitive impairment 

(signs and symptoms) 

 `Functional approach``: impact on a Pts 
independence and ability to function.

ADL: grooming, toileting, bathing, 
dressing, transferring, continence, and 
eating

 IADL: telephone use, shopping, 
transportation, budget management, 
adhering to medication regimens, 
cooking, housekeeping, and laundry



Approach to the diagnosis of dementia 

as family physicians...Part 1

 1) Recognize cognitive impairment (signs and 

symptoms) incl effect on IADLs, ADLs

 2) Have a logical approach to Hx, PE...

 How would different types of cognitive impairment 

present?

 When would you consider rare causes of dementia?

 Interviewing family



Diagnostic Criteria for Dementia

Feldman H H et al. CMAJ 2008;178:825-836



2) Have a logical approach to Hx, PE...

 How would different types of cognitive impairment 

present?

 What are the common types of Dementia?

What is “pseudodementia”?

What is “Mild Cognitive Impairment?”

 When would you consider rare causes of dementia?

 Interviewing family



Types of dementia commonly seen in Canadian memory clinics.6 

Note: Other mixed types of dementia make up 10% of the total number of cases.

Chertkow H CMAJ 2008;178:316-321©2008 by Canadian Medical Association

Dementia types



Feldman H H et al. CMAJ 2008;178:825-836

Alz Dx criteria



Approach to the diagnosis of dementia 

as family physicians... Part 2

 1) Recognize cognitive impairment (signs and 
symptoms) incl effect on IADLs, ADLs

 2) Have a logical approach to Hx, PE...

 How would different types of cognitive impairment 
present?

 When would you consider rare causes of dementia?

 Interviewing family

 3) Brief cognitive tests (MMSE, MoCA, 
Clockdrawing)

How to use the MMSE part 3

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sQrzYiGhKtY


3) Brief cognitive tests (MMSE, MoCA, Clockdrawing)



Approach to the diagnosis of dementia 

as family physicians... Part 3

 1) Recognize cognitive impairment (signs and symptoms) 
incl effect on IADLs, ADLs

 2) Have a logical approach to Hx, PE...

 How would different types of cognitive impairment present?

 When would you consider rare causes of dementia?

 Interviewing family

 3) Brief cognitive tests (MMSE, MoCA, Clockdrawing)

 4) Reverse the reverse-ables, treat the treat-ables...

 Lab tests

 Role for other tests eg imaging (eg CT head)



Approach to the diagnosis of dementia 

as family physicians... Part 4

 1) Recognize cognitive impairment (signs and symptoms) 
incl effect on IADLs, ADLs

 2) Have a logical approach to Hx, PE...

 How would different types of cognitive impairment present?

 When would you consider rare causes of dementia?

 Interviewing family

 3) Brief cognitive tests (MMSE, MoCA, Clockdrawing)

 4) Reverse the reverse-ables, treat the treat-ables...

 Lab tests

 Role for other tests eg imaging (eg CT head)

 5) Working with families, caring for the pt over time



Clinical characteristics, other causes of dementia

Feldman H H et al. CMAJ 2008;178:825-836



Diagnostic workup for dementia -

handout

Feldman H H et al. CMAJ 2008;178:825-836



4) Reverse the reverse-ables, treat the treat-ables...

 Lab tests  (eg CBC, Na, B12, Ca, TSH, glucose, VDRL, Urinalysis)

 Role for other tests eg imaging (eg CT head)

 What conditions are you ruling in or out?



DDx Cognitive Impairment: Delirium



DDx Cognitive Impairment: Delirium cont



DDx Cognitive impairment: Delirum cont

 Adapted from: Wise, M. G. (1986). Delirium. In R. E. Hales & S. C. Yudofsky (Eds.), American Psychiatric Press Textbook of Ne

103). Washington, D. C.: American Psychiatric Press Inc.



 Sharing the diagnosis, dealing with the fallout 

(fears, ideas, expectations)

 Communicating with families

 Emotional support for pt, family over time

 Assessing capacity

 Driving

 Move different care settings (LTC)

5) Working with families, caring for the pt over time



HANDOUT



MoCa



MMSE
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